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Nomenclature: 

VS = Solar Energy Source Voltage 

VW = Wind Energy Source Voltage 

VB = Battery Voltage 

VG = Grid Voltage 

PD = Power Demand 

PS = Solar Power 

PW = Wind Power 

PB = Battery Power 

PG = Grid Power 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growing environmental concern in various benefit of high distribution generation has resulted in significant increasing of 

Distributed Generation (DG) in many distribution systems worldwide. The electrical grade is an aggregate of multiple 

Network and multiple power generation suppliers with multiple operators employing varying levels of communication. Smart 

grid Technologies will enable power system to operate with larger amounts of renewable energy sources that can solve many 

problems such as limitation in the traditional infrastructure. 

DG is expected to increase has more and more renewable energy sources are integrated to the power system with the 

realization of smart grid. Demand side management is one of the important function in a smart grid that allows consumer to 

make informed decisions regarding their energy consumption and helps the energy provider reduce the peak load demand and 

reshape the load profile. Voltage control is one of the imperative issues in the smart grid control and operation procedure. 

Using this smart grid Technologies the distribution voltage scheme will operate intelligently and cover the effect of high 

penetration of distributed generation. 

To upkeep renewable assimilation and to encourage the routine of renewable sources of energy, prosumeresinterfaces are 

precisenoticeable in the smart grid. Smart inverter deviceapproachesare also looking in the consequencebeside with all 

constituents such as smart meter and sensors. The huge scale renewable integration with existing grid and the increase in 

distributed generation gives rise to control issues of how to synchronize the distributed system without causing disturbance to 

the grid operations. They used feedback linearization method considering the nonlinear state-model of three-phase grid 

connected PVinverters.An improved repetitive control scheme is implemented with finite 
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impulseresponse(FIR)filtertomatchtheresonantfrequency [1].  Theyalso applied the controllerstratagem to progress anupright 

voltage ride through capable system. To solve these issues various control strategies were established by different researchers 

[2], presented the method of feedback linearization technique to control the active and reactive power output of a PV 

connected inverter for unbalanced grid voltage condition. The research on developed a reference generator with peak current 

limitations, to control the active and reactive power output of grid connected inverter for 

unbalancevoltagesagconditionincaseofgridfault [3]. 

The power quality (PQ) has gained significant importance due to a drastic change in the domestic and industrial loads. The 

high penetration of renewable energy sources has further worsened the quality of supply. The use of smart meters can 

measure not only the energy and tariff, but also power quality, power factor and communicates with the distribution 

substation. This sort of advanced technology is developed based on digital signal processor (DSP) platforms. The PQIs, 

defined in the IEEE Std. 1459 [4], are valuable tools in assessment of the PQ, as they describe the power consumption and 

distribution. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to estimation the fundamental and individual harmonic 

components for computation of the traditional PQIs. The IEC Std. 61000-4-7 [5] also recommends the DFT as a basic signal-

processing tool for estimation of magnitudes and phase angles of the fundamental and harmonic components. Therefore, the 

PQ monitors generally use the DFT or FFT to obtain the harmonic contents and PQIs of a signal [6], [7]. Also, it is 

computationally fast and suitable for PQ assessment as evident from the works reported in [8]–[10]. Hence, this paper 

focuses on the implementation of the EWT on a DSP platform for estimation of single-phase PQIs for sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal waveforms. 

The smart grid is a power system that enables real-time communication and control between the consumer and utility 

allowing suppliers to optimize energy usage based on environmental price preference and system technical issues. To make 

maximum use of renewable energy sources the existing grid switching technique is insufficient and load is often interrupted. 

Integrating these methods with DSP and electronic circuit the lag time between the switching of power sources is reduced 

nearly to zero. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Traditionally the load was supplied with only conventional power source. This conventional method use non- renewable 

energy sources. But as the population increase there has been a drastic change rate of consumption of electricity. The stress 

on non-renewable sources has increased. To meet those demands renewable sources are used like Solar PV, windEnergy  etc. 

which are non-polluting and free in nature. 

Technologies have been developed to harness this energy and demand is fulfilled. These sources were individually used to 

supply the load. Each source has its own set up to harness energy convert it into electricity and supply to the load. But 

drawback of such method is that they are not reliable and load get often interrupted which cause varieties of problems. To 

overcome such problems this technical is designed with DSP programming which uses power sources (Grid, Battery, Solar 

PV Cells and Wind) to generate uninterrupted three phase output. Algorithm is developed to switch between the sources to 

provide an uninterrupted power source to the load which helps in cost saving thus reducing stress on conventional power 

sources. 

The analysis of optimal power for multiple sources of energy is a recently developed technique for use in distributed 

generation (DG) [11]. Here, a comprehensive concept for the design and development of distribution and control devices is 

introduced. In this process, the demand side (various loads) is distributed in the form uninterrupted power sinks and hardware 

is designed and developed to fulfil these loads using a 10 KW systems. As sources of energy, this system uses RESs (solar 

PV, wind energy), batteries and diesel generators on a three-phase existing grid. The respective capacities of these sources 

and the grid are given in Table I. 

 

 
Figure 1:Block diagram of three phase DSP Controlled Grid System 
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Table I – Grid and Source Capacities 

Solar PV 
Wind 

Energy 
Battery 

Existing 

grid 

7.5 KW, 

170 V 

D.C. 

2.5 KW, 

230 V 

A.C., 

Single 

Phase 

12 V, 

10 AH, 

10 Nos 

440 V, 50 

Hz 

Distribution 

Side 

 

DSP based algorithm is developed to switch between Power supplies according to load variations without interrupting the 

power supply. An accurate decision can be made using this program. DSP accepts and compares the values of current, 

voltage and power factor according to algorithm to determine the optimal power source for the load. The input from each 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is taken and compared with the grid supply and battery. According to the priority of the 

sources the choice is made, which will fulfill the load demand. If the load is not fulfilled by single source then the load is 

shared by two or more sources. This insures a steady supply for the load. 

The main component of the digital signal processor (DSP) is a 32-bit CPU with a floating-point math accelerator, a 60 MHZ 

operating frequency (16.67 ns cycle time), fast interrupt response and processing and a unified memory programming model. 

The CPU is code efficient ( C / C ++ and assembly), and all optimal power flow tasks are conceded to it, including 

determination of directed paths for power flow and the synchronisation of electrical parameters such as voltage, frequency 

and waveform at the point of common coupling(PCC). For analysis, control and synthesis, three variables—x, y and h— are 

used. For satisfactory operation of system the reliable algorithm is proposed as follows.  

 

3. ALGORITHM 

Step 1 : Initiate Solar and Wind Power Source. 

Step 2 : Check initiated power source working or not. 

Step 3 : If  power source working then follow next steps else go to Step 9. 

Step 4 : Calculate live power generation from power system. 

Step 5 : If load demand is fulfilling by total power generation then follow next steps else go to Step 9. 

Step 6 : If total power generation is more than load demand then follow next steps else supply the load through power 

modulation and synchronization circuit. 

Step 7 : Check battery charging status. 

Step 8 : If battery is not fully charged then charge the battery else export the remaining power to Grid and end of program. 

Step 9 : Initiate Battery Source. 

Step 10 : Check if load demand fulfilling by RES and battery power or not. 

Step 11 : If yes then supply the load through power modulation and synchronization circuit and terminate the program flow 

else follow next step. 

Step 12 : Initiate Grid Power Supply. 

Step 13 : Check grid supply active or not. 

Step 14 : If grid is active then supply the load through power modulation and synchronization circuit else Isolate load from 

System. 

Step 15 : End of Program. 

This algorithm is for multiple sources of RES including storage devices, which satisfy the demand on priority without 

interruption of supply as per flowchart Appendix 1. 

 

4. DSP PROGRAMING LOGIC 

a) If VS > VRATED then Indicate “Solar Power Plant Working” and calculate power generation Ps else Indicate “Solar Power 

Plant not working”. 

b) If VW> VRATED then Indicate “Wind Power Plant Working” and calculate power generation Pw else Indicate “Wind Power 

Plant not working”. 

c) If VB> VRATED then Indicate “Battery is ready to supply” and calculate power generation PB else Indicate “Battery is 

discharged”. 

d) If VG> VRATED then Indicate “Grid is Working” calculate power generation Pg else Indicate “Grid is not working”. 

e) Calculate Power demand Pd. 

f) If PS>= PD then Indicate “Load is fulfilled by Solar Power Plant” else follow next steps 

g) If PS> PD then PD – PS = Charge the Battery 

h) If PS + PW>= PD then Indicate “Load is fulfilled by RES” else follow next steps 

i) If PS + PW> PD then PD – Ps + PW = Charge the Battery 

j) If PS + PW + PG> PD then Indicate “Load is fulfilled by RES & Battery” 

k) Else Indicate “Load is fulfilled by RES, Battery and Grid”. 
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5. TESTING RESULT 

DSP as a programmable device, the created program in it gives an optimal power strategy which is adopted for operation of 

multiple RES with existing grid as per the constraints of parameters of Table 1. The real time analyses were performed for 

scrutiny of adequate results of DSP in relationships of critical occurrence of parameters of RES and existing grid. This gives 

a source wise analysis for Solar PV, Wind Energy, Battery and grid including integrating parameters at PCC.During testing 

the rigorous values were taken into consideration, one of its represented as below.  

As per the algorithm and flowchart outputs are obtained from simulation of the DSP programming figure.2. The results are 

very interesting for the monitoring, control and protection for all parameters of power system for demand side management. 

The figures 4 - 6 are representing multiple RES contribution while satisfying the demand. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: DSP TMS320F28335PGFA Texas 

 

5.1 Experimental Setup: 

It is entitled for every upcoming technology to validate the programming results with the hardware setup. The power flow 

analysis based on nomenclature specified and availability of resources, the DSP programming is interfaced with three phase 

inverter for three phase dynamics loading. The testing results are created in fig.4 - 6. It was gives very adaptable results for 

fulfillment of demand side loads. In fig. shows front panel of three phase inverter for integrating multiple RES with grid as 

per requirement of load and surplus power generated by RES supplies to the grid for a capacity of 10 KW. This setup is 

designed for carrying out testing and same is fabricated for validation of results. The input power supplied to the designated 

terminal is as per specification given in Table I. There was also provision for connection of diesel generator set, that during 

our testing not taken in to consideration figure 3. 
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Figure3:Grid integrating for multiple RES 

 

Figure 4 gives us solar PV power generation based on time of day, during testing the results were taken for day basis and 

same are validated for programming and system output. 

 
Figure 4 : Solar PV power 

 

Figure 5 gives us Wind power generation based on time of day, during testing the results were taken for day basis and same 

are validated for programming and system output. 

 
Figure 5:Wind  power 

 

Figure 6 gives us combined output results for multiple RES based on time of day, during testing the results were taken for 

day basis and same are validated for programming and system output. 
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Figure 6:  Solar PV, Wind and grid Power 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The main contribution of the paper is the approach of independent active and reactive power control of inverter to maintain 

the grid stability in the scenario of renewable integration.In the present scenario of increasing complexity in Grid Power 

System a simple yet powerful tool is required to encounter the upcoming problems in utilization of RES. DSP programing is 

expected to play a major role in power sector in helping to provide an uninterrupted power supply to the consumers. DSP 

Programing is quite simple and very accurate. The only requirement of this concept is interfacing of Digital Signal Processors 

with power sources. The control is based on the references generated from the each source after analysing the instantaneous 

grid conditions.For maximum use of RES power and uninterrupted output power supply DSP based power system control is 

very convenient and accurate technique. Also it is possible to synchronizing of voltage, frequency, waveform at PCC. 

Eventually our system can also achieve protection to system from under, over voltage and overloads.    
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Appendix I: 

 

 
Flow Chart 1:  For Selection of Power Sources for grid Integration 

 


